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You may wish to create your Sacred Space before doing the Invocation, as it does generally enhance the 
effectiveness of this.  (Please see other document, “Creating Your Sacred Space,” for this information.)  
This is not absolutely necessary, however, as this Invocation may be used with much effect wherever 
you are and whatever you are doing.  Since it only takes a moment to focus on this, you may use it 
often, whenever you feel the need, and wherever you are, and you may do this silently with good effect.  
It is not necessary to remember the exact wording of the Invocation; it is enough to recall the Sacred 
Intention which it contains, and invoke this under any circumstances where you feel that it would 
benefit you.  Or you may say only the last paragraph, which is quite effective on its own! 

First, invoke the Presence of Beloved Lady Portia and Saint Germain, and the Angels of the Violet Fire 
into your Sacred Space.  They transmute and clear much with their Love, Power and Presence, and free 
Mankind from the grip of lower vibrational energies. 

Then say the following invocation, either aloud, if possible, or silently if you are in circumstances where 
this is necessary: 

“Beautiful Beings of the Light, Lady Portia, Saint Germain, and the Angels of the Violet Fire, please come 
forth NOW and assist me the maximum amount that is allowed by Cosmic Law! 

“I AM connecting with the Divine Presence within my Heart, which now BLAZES the Violet Transmuting 
Flame through my four lower bodies, physical, etheric, mental, and emotional – and I am enveloped in 
the Radiance of this Light, creating a powerful cleansing force field all around and through me! (And 
FEEL this Violet Fire blazing around and through you, to the DNA at the core of every cell!) 

“Everything which is of the lower vibrations of pain, suffering, lack, or limitation is now immediately 
transmuted into the full-spectrum Light of the All-That-Is, the Divine Perfection of our Creator, and we 
are lifted into the Radiance of this Light, entering the Heaven Realms of Fifth Dimensional Perfection 
which contain the frequencies of Peace, Abundance, Love, Joy, and Perfect Health. 

“I AM the Power and Presence of the Violet Fire, and I AM NOW FREE from 
everything which is not part of the Perfection of my Divine Self!” 

Allow yourself to remain in the Radiance of this Light, absorbing these frequencies, until you feel 
complete, and cleansed, and lifted up into Peace. 

If you wish, for additional benefit, you may invoke the presence of the Emerald Ray of Healing, and 
stand in this Light as well, for as long as you feel necessary, since the two of these energies work very 
well together. 
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